
Dynamic Ledge Climb System 
 

Initial Setup (Third Person Template): 
This climbing system uses Custom Trace Channels. So make sure you set up the Custom Trace 
Channels before you migrate the assets over to your own project. 
 
Go to Settings > Project Settings > Collisions and under Trace Channels and add the 
following 3 channels (Set the default value to Ignore for more control over what the player can 
grab on to) 
 

 
 
Then add a new Input Action Mapping. Go to Input and under Action Mappings add a new 
action called ReleaseLedge 
 

 
 
 

Level Setup: 
 
When laying out your level, you have to manually enable the custom trace channels on the 
Static meshes you want the character to grab on to. 
 



LedgeTrace & LedgeTraceMulti 
This trace channel specifies the objects that can be grabbed.  
Select the Static Mesh and under the Details panel, go to Collision and set Collision Presets 
to Custom and set the LedgeTraceMulti to Overlap and LedgeTrace to Block 
 

 



 
 

 
 

LedgeNegateTrace 
This trace channel helps restrict the character from climbing up certain ledges. For example if 
the ledge is too narrow to walk/stand on. 
Select the Static Mesh and under the Details panel, go to Collision and set Collision Presets 
to Custom and set the LedgeNegateTrace to Block 
 



 
 

 
 
 

Customizing Max Jump distances 
 
The ledge jumping system is completely dynamic and will automatically orient the character 
towards a new ledge to grab after jumping left, right or behind. 
 



The arrows indicate the maximum Ledge search distance. If there is a ledge in range, the 
character will turn towards the ledge in mid-air. If the ledge is out of range, the character will 
simply jump rotate towards the direction of the jump. 

 
To edit the Ledge search distances for Left, Right and Back, simply move the LeftJumpArrow, 
RightJumpArrow and BackJumpArrow respectively in the Character Blueprint Viewport. 
 

 
To edit the Upward ledge search distance, set the Z value in the Jump Up Tracer in the 
LedgeGraph of the Character Blueprint. 






